
The aim of this work is to present the original concept of art and its experience, which a
French writer and a critic Maurice Blanchot described in his work at the end of the
1940’s and at the beginning of the 1950’s. At this time an effort to depict literature, or
art in relation to the Original experience culminates in Blanchot’s work. A work of art
which has its origine in the Original experience is not incorporated into structures of the
world. A work of art in this sense is not a form which is to be contemplated or
understood. Art connected to the Original experience is perceived like „the exile of
truth“.
The first part of this study deals with several features of the experience of art. First of all
a level is defined, by creating the distinction between the concepts of Solitude in the
World and Essential Solitude, into which art and its experience belongs. Afterwards, the
primary relation for a writer – relation to „qui s´ecrit“ is stated. Écriture (writing) does
not represent activity here, it is revealed in its pasivity as „interminable, incessant“. The
writing points at the most essential feature of this level: specific time character. In this
time a radical transformation of the subject, its interests and its objects happens. The
last chapter of the first part is directed to the concept of Image, which in its original
relation does not refer to any object.
The second part is concerned with the actual genesis of the concept „the experience of
art“. The starting point is made by Blanchot’s conception of the direction of art: art
stops being hidden by the presence of gods or people and starts stressing its presence in
the work of art. This transformation is perceived against the background of the
relationship between art and an inspiration. 


